Product Integration Information

Descartes Perform Solutions
TM

Descartes acquired Airclic an industry-leading provider of cloud-based mobile solutions that help streamline and
automate complex ‘last mile’ logistics processes, which is a key piece of the supply chain that directly touches customers
and has traditionally been burdened with paper-based processes. The Perform™ suite of products provide configurable,
feature-rich mobile technology and advanced electronic proof of delivery (POD) solutions that operate on hand-held
devices carried by drivers. The Airclic mobile solutions augment the Descartes Routing, Mobile & Telematics suite and
help customers across a number of industry verticals, including less-than-truckload (LTL), third-party logistics (3PL), food
and beverage, retail and healthcare, improve transportation efficiency and reduce the cost of delivering goods.

Descartes Perform™ Portfolio
The Descartes Perform solutions help customers:
• Eliminate paper manifests, optimize routes and
		 streamline dispatching

• Complete proof-of-delivery and chain-of-custody
		documentation

• Ensure that the right items are received
		 and loaded

• Enable more accurate and quicker fulfillment
		 of product orders

• Prove what, when and how much is
		 delivered at each stop
• Confirm chain-of-custody

• Reduce product returns
• More effectively track overages, shortages
		 and damages

• Manage cross dock opportunities

• Enhance the overall customer experience

Descartes Perform™ for Distribution/Food
Descartes Perform™ for Distribution is a webbased, mobile solution that helps eliminate
paper and paper-handling costs across every
step of the distribution process. In addition,
these solutions help minimize customer
disputes and write-offs related to overages,
shortages and damages (OS&Ds). The solution
enables “clean invoices,” accurate orders,
and outstanding customer satisfaction. These
solutions provide customers with information
throughout the distribution process and at the
point of delivery to resolve issues in real-time,
which helps ensure the longevity and quality
of the professional relationship between
distributor and customer.

Descartes Perform

TM

• Provide Stop/Route data
• Pass GPS updates
• Update Dashboard and POD
• Send ETA alerts out

GIS Mapping data

• GPS locations updates

• Traffic Info
• Speed and Time

• Stop reschedueling

ETA Engine
• Routes/Stops, GPS from Order/Food
Descartes Perform
• GIS Map, Route, Traffic Speed
from DeCarta
• Calculate ETAs and update
Order Perfom

Handheld

ETA On Web
• POD Report
• Dashboard Update

Customer Alerts
• Via API to portal

Descartes Perform™ for Transport
Descartes Perform™ for Transport is an easy-to-implement, web-based solution that helps customers eliminate paper
and associated paper-handling costs from their delivery processes, which significantly reduces delivery errors, improves
service levels, and adds transparency and control to delivery and logistics operations. The solution is highly flexible, easily
configured to fit your workflow, and seamlessly integrated with your other systems. Descartes Perform for Transport also
offers a host of sophisticated features and functionality that ensures order accuracy and operational efficiency.

Stores

Website

• Online slot selection
• Address Verification

• Online slot selection

Planners

• Strategic Modelling
• Setting parameters
• Managing exceptions

• Address Verification

• Achieve KPI’s

Call Center

• Proactive interaction
with customers
• Online slot selection

Dispatcher

• Address Verification

• Monitoring route execution

• Order Confirmation &

• Amending routes

Alternative Day

• Adding expedite orders

Confirmation

• Achieve KPI’s

Managers

• Manage KPI’s
• Managing exceptions

Drivers

• Route sequence
• Route status
• Commercial transactions
• Compliance reporting

Mobile Workers
• Visit sequence
• Stop status
• Commercial transactions
• Compliance reporting

Descartes Electronic Vehicle Inspection Reporting™ (Descartes eDVIR™)
Descartes Electronic Vehicle Inspection Reporting™ (Descartes eDVIR™) is an integrated U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT)-compliant reporting solution that helps to automate and improve the efficiency of the daily Driver
Vehicle Inspection Reporting (DVIR) process. The DOT-compliant DVIR functionality helps customers to better manage the
required, yet often painstaking and time-consuming, process of daily vehicle inspection and reporting. It helps protect
against non-compliance and enables managers to quickly identify issues that need to be addressed in order to improve
fleet operations and overall supply chain efficiency.
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